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1 FUNCTION 

OFFPIPE AssistantTM is a set of computer aided design software for offshore pipeline S-Lay. 

This software is used to provide optimized configuration parameters for S-Lay barge, with 

little cost of calculating time. Efficiency and quality of offshore pipelay design can be 

improved by using OFFPIPE AssistantTM. 

OFFPIPE AssistantTM has several feature functions as following: 

1. Precise laybarge and stinger modeling. It is easy for users using OFFPIPE AssistantTM to 

construct precise model of laybarge and stinger, which can be saved as model file and read 

by the software directly in the future. Users can get roller coordinates corresponding to the 

bending radius of pipeline specified by users rapidly. This function makes it possible to build 

a laybarge model database of a company, which will be called directly in analysis. This type 

of model building improves the efficiency, precision and convenience of laybarge and stinger 

model construction compared with that of OFFPIPE. 

2. Finite element analysis for normal pipe laying. Just like OFFPIPE, it is a basic function of 

OFFPIPE AssistantTM to conduct static finite element analysis for normal pipe laying. 

According to engineering parameters input by users, the software can provide FEA results 

rapidly. Due to focus of software, OFFPIPE AssistantTM does not provide modules of initial 

laying, abandon/recovery and dynamic analysis. 

3. Optimized laying parameters selection. This function allows users to obtain optimized 

laybarge configuration with minimum total stress within the specified pipeline bending radius 

and tension scope, according to FEA results. The analysis results of OFFPIPE AssistantTM 

and OFFPIPE are almost the same. 

By above functions of OFFPIPE AssistantTM, users can get best laybarge configuration for 

certain pipe laying project, which is an important reference for later design procedures. 
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2 INSTALLATION 

To start to use OFFPIPE AssistantTM, please: 

For dongle edition user: 

1. Download software from official website. 

2. Replace the original “license.dll” file with the one received. 

3. Insert the attached dongle into one of USB ports of your PC. 

4. Double click “OFFPIPE Assistant.exe” icon in the folder to start the software. 

For soft lock edition user: 

1. Download software from official website to licensed PC. 

2. Replace the original “license.dll” file with the one received. 

3. Double click “OFFPIPE Assistant.exe” icon in the folder to start the software. 

OFFPIPE AssistantTM runs on PC with Windows OS. 
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3 HOW TO USE 

 

Fig. 3.1 Main interface of OFFPIPE Assistant
TM 

Figure 3.1 shows the main interface of OFFPIPE AssistantTM, which includes 4 main parts: 

1. Main menu and tool buttons are in the top of window, which are used to run important 

functions of the software. 

2. A tree view is in the left of interface, users can go to any part of the software by clicking 

the corresponding item in the tree view. 

3. In the right, there is the operation window, which is used to edit model, run analysis and 

view the results. 

4. In the bottom is the description window, it shows some descriptions and guides for user. 

Brief procedure of running OFFPIPE AssistantTM is shown as following: 

1. Edit or load project parameters. 

(1) Click “Project Parameters” in the tree view, and click the buttons to load / save your 

project parameters, or call Stinger BuilderTM to build your laybarge & stinger models. If there 

is no project file to load, then go to the next step to edit your project parameters.  
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Fig. 3.2 Load or save project parameters 

(2) Click “General Parameters” in the tree view, and input general parameters of the project 

in operation window: 

 

Fig. 3.3 Input general parameters 

In which: 

“Water Depth” edit: Input water depth. 
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“Tension” edit: Input tension of tensioners. 

“Water Density” edit: Input density of sea water. 

“Tangent X” edit: Input X coordinates of tangent point between barge pipeline arc and stinger 

pipeline arc. 

“Barge Radius” edit: Input pipeline bending radius on laybarge. 

“Stinger Radius” edit: Input pipeline bending radius on stinger. 

“Laybarge Model” edit: Choose laybarge model by clicking the button by side. 

“Consider Roller Length” Checkbox: Specify whether to take roller support length into 

account in analysis. 

(3) Click “Pipeline Parameters” in the tree view, and input pipeline parameters of the project 

in operation window: 

 

Fig. 3.4 Input pipeline parameters 

In which: 

In “General” Groupbox: 

“SMYS” edit: Input yield stress of pipe steel. 

“Max Strain” edit: Input maximum pipe strain allowed. 
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“Unit Length” edit: Input length of units after stinger tip. 

“Pipe Type” radiogroup: Select pipe type, single or pipe-in-pipe. 

Ramberg-Osgood equation in moment-curvature form is: 
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where 

K  Curvature; 

Ky  Nominal yield curvature; 

M  Moment; 

My  Nominal yield moment; 

A  Ramberg-Osgood parameter in moment-curvature form; 

B  Ramberg-Osgood parameter in moment-curvature form; 

I  The area moment of inertia; 

D  Outside diameter of the pipeline; 

t  Wall thickness of the pipeline. 

In “Pipeline” Groupbox: 

“Pipe Dimension” combobox: Specified pipe dimension. 

“Outside diameter” edit: show pipe outside diameter. 

“Wall Thickness” combobox: Input wall thickness of pipe. 
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“Outer Layer 1 Thickness of Pipeline” edit: Input thickness of pipe coat 1. 

“Outer Layer 1 Density of Pipeline” edit: Input density of pipe coat 1. 

“Outer Layer 2 Thickness of Pipeline” edit: Input thickness of pipe coat 2. 

“Outer Layer 2 Density of Pipeline” edit: Input density of pipe coat 2. 

In “Optional” Groupbox, parameters are optional, if not specified or specified as zero, then a 

default value will be specified by the software. 

“Young”s Modulus of Pipe Steel” edit: Input Young”s Modulus of pipe steel. Default value is 

207000MPa 

“Steel Density” edit: Input density of pipe steel. Default value is 76970N/m3. 

“Weight in Air” edit: Input pipeline weight per meter in air. If not specified or specified as zero, 

this value will be calculated automatically by the software. 

“Weight in Water” edit: Input pipeline weight per meter in water. If not specified or specified 

as zero, this value will be calculated automatically by the software. 

“Inertia Moment” edit: Input inertia moment of pipeline cross section. If not specified or 

specified as zero, this value will be calculated automatically by the software. 

(4) Click “Run Stinger Builder” in the tree view, and click the buttons to run Stinger BuilderTM 

to build your laybarge & stinger models. 
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Fig. 3.5 Call Stinger Builder
TM 

2. Input analysis parameters and run the analysis to get roller supports coordinates. 

(1) Click “Analysis” in the tree view, and click the buttons to run the analysis, if user want to 

edit some parameters for analysis, then just go to next step. 

“Single Analysis” button: Conduct static normal pipe laying FEA for single case. 

“Select Best” button: Conduct calculation of choosing best laying parameters with minimum 

total stress. 

Time wasted and iteration times are shown in “Time” and “Cycle Number” edits. 

 

Fig. 3.6 Run analysis 

(2) Click “Parameters for Select Best” in the tree view, and input parameters for choosing 

best laying parameters. 
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Fig. 3.7 Input parameters for select best 

In which: 

“Radius Scope” groupbox: In this groupbox, the first combobox is used to specify the radius 

to be changed, which is barge radius, stinger radius, both or not change. “Min.” and “Max.” 

edit are used to input radius scope from which the best radius is chosen. “Step” edit is used 

to input step length of radius change. Best radius will show in “Best” edit in “View” part when 

calculation is completed. 

“Tension Scope” groupbox: In this groupbox, the first combobox is used to determine 

whether to change tension. “Min.” and “Max.” edit are used to input tension scope from 

which the best tension is chosen. “Step” edit is used to input step length of tension change. 

Best tension will show in “Best” edit in “View” part when calculation is completed.  

Dynamic analysis is often conducted in OFFPIPE. OFFPIPE Assistant TM provides dynamic 

simulation function. In the "Simulation Dynamic by" drop-down list below, you can choose 

the two options "Trim Angle" and "Stinger Tip Separation". If we choose "Trim Angle", we can 

simulate the pitching of laybarge by setting the upper and lower limits, the step length of the 

trim angle, and the center of the laybarge. The software will analyze the working conditions 

under each trim angle and compare the results, and select the best parameters that 

minimize the maximum value of all working conditions. If the "Stinger Tip Separation" is 

selected, the " Minimum Separation of the Stinger Tip Roller" is required. Dynamic analysis 
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recommends that the roller on stinger tip should not contact the pipeline in static analysis. 

This is due to that the pipeline stress on stinger tip roller is sensitive with the laybarge 

movement in dynamic analysis, if the stinger tip roller contacts the pipeline in static analysis, 

then the pipeline stress on it will increase greatly in dynamic analysis to exceed SMYS. User 

need to specify this “Minimum Separation of the Stinger Tip Roller” value and the software 

will take this condition into account and only the results in which the separation of stinger tip 

roller is greater that this value will be take into the comparison for select best tension and 

pipeline bending radius. Then user can input the output result of OFFPIPE AssistantTM into 

OFFPIPE to run dynamic analysis for checking whether the result is acceptable. 

In this interface, there is an obvious vertical line. On the right side of the boundary line, there 

are parameters of dynamically adjusting tension and angle of stinger under different water 

depths. These parameters are described below. 

"Water depth" groupbox: in this groupbox, the first drop-down list box is used to choose 

whether to consider the change of water depth during laying process. The "Min" and "Max" 

input frames are used to input the range of water depth. The "Step" input frame is used to 

enter the depth step. After the calculation is completed, the parameters of laybarge that 

need to be dynamically adjusted will be output under different water depth conditions in the 

interface. 

If we choose to consider the change of water depth during laying process, "Dynamic 

Tension" checkbox and “Stinger Up Angle” groupbox will show. "Dynamic Tension" checkbox 

is used to set up whether to dynamically adjust the tension force according to different water 

depth. The "Stinger Up Angle" is used to set up whether to dynamically adjust the upward 

angle of stinger according to different water depth, and the range and step of the upward 

angle. The "upward angle" here refers to the change of stinger angle relative to the situation 

under maximum water depth. 

All the parameters of this interface can be called or saved through the "load" and "save" 

buttons above the interface. 

(3) Click “Calculation Parameters” in the tree view, and input calculation parameters in 

operation window. For the detail of calculation parameters, please refer to Stinger BuilderTM 

user manual.  
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Fig. 3.8 Input calculation parameters 

When the checkbox “Auto” below checked, then default value of “Precision” will be filled into 

the precision blank automatically. If user wants to specify “Precision” value manually, he just 

needs to uncheck the “Auto” checkbox. 

3. View the result 

(1) Click “View” in the tree view, and select what you want to view, or just click following 

nodes in the tree view. 
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Fig. 3.9 Select what you want to view 

 

Fig. 3.10 View Best Radius and Tension 

(2) Click “Best Radius and Tension” in the tree view to view best radius and tension which 

produce the minimum total stress if “Select Best” is conducted. 

(3) Click “Roller Supports Coordinates” in the tree view to view support roller coordinates. 
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Fig. 3.11 View roller supports coordinates 

If the analysis has been run to generate best support roller coordinates (the Y coordinates of 

stinger tip roller is lowest). The result will show in “Roller Supports Coordinates” frame. The 

coordinates here always refer to the B.O.P. (Bottom Of Pipe) point of pipe, which is the 

lowest point of pipe cross section.  

(4) Click “Laybarge and Stinger Configuration” to view it. 
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Fig. 3.12 View laybarge and stinger configuration 

“Laybarge and Stinger Configuration” frame will show the calculated laybarge and stinger 

configuration parameters, such as tangent point on the barge, roller heights and length of 

link beams. Where: 

“Tangert X”: Tangent point between pipeline and horizontal plane or the plane specified by 

“Pipeline angle” on the barge, unit is meter. 

“Link Length”: Length of link wire between center of pulley wheel on stinger A-frame and the 

first stinger section, and length of puppiece between stinger sections, unit is meter. 

“Stinger Upchord Angle”: Angles of stinger upchords, unit is degree. 

“Barge Roller Height”: Roller heights of support roller on laybarge from bow to stern, unit is 

meter. 

“Stinger Roller Height”: Roller heights of support roller on stinger from bow to stern, unit is 

meter. 

All the information about tensioners will show in bold. When some error occurs, the 

corresponding text output in “Roller Supports Coordinates” and “Laybarge and Stinger 

Configuration” frame will show in red or blue, which means the roller support is higher or 

lower than the pipeline, and “Laybarge and Stinger Configuration” frame will show the 

separation between roller supports and pipeline. 

Both “Roller Supports Coordinates” and “Laybarge and Stinger Configuration” frame will 

show fault messages if the increased error exceeds the “Max Error” and the program can not 

generate a laybarge and stinger configuration by the given pipeline bending radius within the 

max allowed error. 

(5) Click “OFFPIPE Input File” in the tree view to transform the present engineering 

parameters to OFFPIPE input file to be calculated by OFFPIPE. Click the button to save the 

OFFPIPE input file. 
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Fig. 3.13 View OFFPIPE input file 

 

Fig. 3.14 View analysis result 

(6) Click “Analysis Result” in the tree view to view the finite element analysis result, and click 

the button to save it. 

(7) Click “View Chart” in the tree view to view analysis result by charts. 
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Fig. 3.15 View chart 

In which: 

The chart in the middle of main interface is used to output analysis results, variables shown 

can be controlled by “X Axis” and “Y Axis” radiogroup by right side. 

“Save Picture” button: Save the chart as a picture file. 

“Import OFFPIPE” button: Induce OFFPIPE analysis results into the chart to compare with 

the result calculated by local core. On the other hand, this button can be used to filter 

OFFPIPE output files, which are complicated in format and difficult to read by drawing 

software. Users can induce an OFFPIPE output file and then view the file filtered by 

checking the output file with the same name in “FILTERED OFFPIPE” folder in OFFPIPE 

Assistant directory.  

“Max Stress (MPa)” edit: Show maximum stress of analysis result. 

(8) Click “View 3D Model” to view 3D model of calculated profile of pipeline and stinger.  

In the 3D model window, “Roller State” checkbox is used to control whether to show roller 

support errors. When the roller support is higher than pipeline, it shows red, when lower, 

shows blue, when the pipeline B.O.P. is within the roller support adjustable range, the 

support shows green. 

"Stress State" checkbox is used to control whether to show pipeline stress state. The 
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pipeline shows red at the node in which total stress > SMYS. Other color means total stress 

< SMYS at this node. Here is stress of Red > Yellow > Green > Sky Blue > Deep Blue. 

 

Fig. 3.16 View 3D Model 

Some functions in the tree view can be directly conducted from main menu and tool buttons. 

Just try it by yourself. 
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4 FAULT MESSAGES & NOTES 

Some fault messages may be encountered by users and notes are listed below: 

1. A message window as Fig. 4.1 shows. 

 

Fig. 4.1 Fault message window 

How to solve: Make sure to fill all the blank comboboxes and edits before running analysis. 

2. Please note that the FEA core of OFFPIPE AssistantTM only provides finite element 

analysis with linear constitutive model. 
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5 TECHNICAL SUPPORT & AUTHORIZATION 

For technical support and authorization of OFFPIPE AssistantTM, please visit: 

http://www.opimsoft.com 

or contact: 

support@opimsoft.com 

 

http://www.opimsoft.com/
mailto:support@opimsoft.com

